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Abstract

A distributed optimization method for the minimization of the total resource of a system with

discrete elements is presented, and a theoretical and experimental investigations are carried out in

this paper. The distributed optimization algorithm consists of two processes, namely the

resource reduction process and the resource addition process. In the former process, each element

discards its critical resource margin with respect to the global and local constraints, while in the

latter process, a small amount of resource is added to each element. The proposed method is

successively applied for optimizing truss structures, and the method is found to be very robust

and suitable for parallel processing.

1 Introduction

New methods have attracted much attention in the field of optimum design in the

past decade, such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, artificial neural

networks, cellular automata, and object-oriented approaches. These methods are

classified roughly into two categories, such as evolutional strategies and

distributed problem solvings.

Evolutional strategies are discussed in detail in Reference 1. This type of

method is based on random variations and preservation of the well adapted.

These strategies are able to provide optimum or near optimum solutions even for

highly nonlinear problems and extremely complicated problems. However, these

methods do not provide knowledge on tactics in optimization, that is, the

knowledge for changing a non-optimum solution to an optimum. Consequently,

the evolutional strategies are very useful in designing structures with specific

purposes and the knowledge on optimum solutions can be accumulated, but they

do not provide general knowledge on optimization processes.
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On the other hand, distributed problem solvings^ are based on local

interactions between the elements of a system, and there is a possibility in finding

a local rule for optimizing a whole system by testing various local rules.

Therefore, this approach provides much knowledge on optimization processes

and optimum solutions. The knowledge obtained thus is useful in optimizing

another systems.

Distributed problem solvings are considered to be useful from the following

points: 1) optimization of highly nonlinear problems, 2) optimization with

massively parallel computers, and 3) discovery of local rules to obtain optimum

status.

The object-oriented optimization method^ is a new optimization method using

the distributed problem solving approach, in which the structural analysis and the

optimization of structures are fully integrated, and the design variables are

changed autonomously using local rules. However, it is difficult to use this

method with parallel computers since the change in design variables have to be

sequentially performed in the resource transfer and reduction processes in the

method. From this point of view, the object-oriented optimization method is not

a distributed optimization method.

According to recent demand for massive numerical analysis in science and

technology many researches have been performed on parallel processing. The

researches on parallel optimization, however, are relatively few. Those are

parallel genetic algorithms, parallel simulated annealings, parallel neural

networks. Further, researches on parallel processing of nonlinear optimization

problems with continuous variables are few.

Those researches are reviewed in Reference 4 where the parallelization in

optimization is considered as a new challenge and there are opportunities to

develop new algorithms suitable for parallel processing, such as a new quasi-

Newton method with parallel processing of Hessian matrix^, a new derivative-

free method*), and a new block-truncated Newton method?.

The purpose of this paper is to develop such a new parallel algorithm for

optimization and to propose a distributed optimization method.

2 Distributed Optimization of Resource

2.1 Problems and Proposed method

Another approach which is different from those mentioned above is considered.

The approach is that the distributed elements of a system change their design

variables in parallel using local information and local rules being based on an
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objective function and constraints. This approach is a distributed problem

solving and it is based on a biological metaphor for optimization.

An optimization problem of a system with discrete elements is considered in

this paper. Each element has its resource, and various characteristics are

manifested as functions of the resource. The aim is to minimize the total resource

which is the sum of each resource, global and local constraints are imposed to the

system, and the design variables are the resources of the elements. The

optimization problem is then expressed as:

Minimize R =

Subject to (1)

g*<0 (;' = !,.. .,#;& = !,...,„,)

G- <0 0* = l,...,m)

where R is the total resource, /?/ is the resource of element /, N is the number of

elements, g% is the k-th local constraint for element /, and G/is thej-th global

constraint. This kind of problem is adopted in the object-oriented optimization̂ .

Many optimization problem can be rewritten into this form.

This problem is solved in parallel, that is, each element of the system change

its resource using its local information and local rules. An optimum solution is

obtained by the iteration of this process. The information that each element can

utilize is concerning to the inner state and the local constraints of the element, the

global constraints of the system, and the sensitivities of those constraints with

respect to the resource of the element:

S, ,

g* (6 = 1,...,%,), G. () = l,...,m), (2)

^ dGj_

dR. ' dR.

where 5,- is the state of element /.

The separation of the constraints into local and global ones is important in the

proposed method. Such separation is not carried out in the conventional methods

since any constraint is a function of all the design variables. However, we

consider such separation from the following viewpoint. That is, the constraint is

considered as local when it can be satisfied by changing the resource of the

element assuming that the inner state of the element is not changed. For
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structures, constraints on stress or buckling of a member are considered as local.

On the other hand, constraints except for these local constraints are global.

The proposed method is as follows.

1) Each element evaluates its resource margins with respect to its local constraints

as:

2) Each element evaluates its resource margins with respect to the global

constraints as:

IdG'

where a responsibility factor a is introduced since the global constraint is

satisfied cooperatively with another elements. The responsibility factor is

constant (=l/N) when there is no information about other elements.

3) The minimum value of the resource margins with respect to the local and

global constraints is the critical resource margin of the element, and each element

reduces its resource by it. The critical resource margin of element i is:

M, = Min(M,,,, M,,,,. •., M,,,,, M,̂ , M,̂ , • -, M,̂ ) (5)

4) Add a small constant amount of resource to each element.

5) Iterate steps 1-4 until a converged solution is obtained.

This algorithm is different from the object-oriented optimization method^ with

respect to two distinguished points. One is the removal of the resource transfer

and reduction process, and another is the addition of step 4, that is, the resource

addition process. The resource transfer and reduction process is very expensive

in computation cost since the number of the combination of a pair of elements for

the resource transfer increases rapidly when the number of elements increases.

Also, the parallelization of this process is difficult. A newly introduced process,

the resource addition process, make such expensive resource transfer and

reduction process unnecessary. We call this method the DORAR (Distributed

Optimization by Resource Addition and Reduction) method.

2.2 Movement and Convergence of Design Solution

Figure 1 shows a resource plane where the number of the elements in a system is

two, and the abscissa and the ordinate are the resources of elements 1 and 2,

respectively. There is a global constraint, G, and the local constraints are gn and
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#12 for element 1, #21 and #22 for element 2. In the proposed method, the

separation between global and local constraints allows that an element does not

observe the local constraints of the other elements.

.21

o

Figure 1: Resource margin.

At a design point, P, in the figure, the resource margins of element 1 for its

local constraints are expressed by line segments P-Qn and P-Qn- For the global

constraint, the resource margin of element 1 is expressed by line segment P-Qo*

where the apparent margin P-Qo is reduced with a responsibility factor. The

responsibility factor for global constraints is constant (=1/2) here. In this

situation, the critical resource margin of element 1 becomes P-Qo*, that is, the

global constraint is critical for element 1. On the other hand, the resource

margins of element 2 for its local constraints are expressed by line segments P-

821 and P-S22- For the global constraint, the resource margin of element 2 is

expressed by line segment P-So* where the apparent margin P-So is reduced

with the responsibility factor. In this situation, the critical resource margin of

element 2 becomes P-S2i, that is, the local constraint #21 is critical for element 2.

Thus, a single constraint becomes critical in one element.

Figure 2 shows the movement of a design solution on a resource plane for a

two-element system where the current design is represented by PI. The effective

constraints are two global constraints in Fig 2 (a), one global and one local

constraints in Figure 2 (b). In Figure 2 (a), the critical resource margin of

element 1 is represented by line segment Pi-Qb, while it is Pi-Sb for element 2.

These critical resource margins are discarded and then the design solution moves

to PJ* which is also a mid-point of Qa-S&. The resource addition process adds a

small amount of resource to each element so that the design point moves to PJ

where direction Pj*-Pj corresponds to the direction of the gradient of the total

resource. In Figure 2 (b), the critical resource margin of element 1 is represented

by Pi-Qa, while it is Pj-Sy for element 2, design solution PI moves to PJ* after
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the resource reduction process, then a small amount of resource is added to each

element so that the design point moves to Pj.

g=0 (Local)

(a) For global constraints. (b) For local and global constraints.

Figure 2: Movement of design solution.

The convergence of the design solution is shown in Figure 3. The

convergence occurs when the resource reduction and the resource addition cancel

each other as shown in the figure where the resource reduction vector Pj-Pj is in a

reverse direction from that of the gradient vector of the total resource having the

same magnitude, and design solution remains at point Pi. This figure shows a

case with a single effective global constraint, and a similar conversion also occurs

for a case including a local constarint.

Q, PI/'

Figure 3: Convergence of design solution.

3 Results and Discussions

The DORAR method is applied to the minimum volume problem of a 11-member

truss shown in Figure 4. The material used is a linear elastic body with the

longitudinal modulus of 1 GPa, but the nonlinearity in its deformation is

considered. The resource is the volume of truss members here. Local
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constraints are imposed on the tensile and compressive strength, both 40 MPa,

and on the buckling, while a single global constraint is imposed on the

displacement of node 6, that is, it is equal to or less than 0.03 m. The truss

members have circular cross sections. The loading condition is shown in the

figure. Member 1 is not subject to any load and it is meaningless, but it is

provided in order to investigate the change of such elements.

P6=5kN

?4=5kN

'X m

i: node index, (i): member index

Figure 4: A 11-member truss structure.

The parallel computer used here is nCUBE 2 with 64 processors. Its

processor network is hypercube, and the programming language is C++ with

additional functions for processor communications. The code developed contains

the object-oriented analysis of truss structureŝ  and the DORAR method, called

DORAR-VT (Distributed Optimization by Resource Addition and Reduction for

the Volume of Trusses). In this code, each processor is assigned to each truss

member, and each member changes its volume autonomously and distributedly.

The evaluation of the sensitivities of its resource to the local constraints and the

global constraints are performed independently in each processor assigned to

each member.

The code for structural analysis in each processor is not a FEM code, but it is

based on the object-oriented structural analysiŝ . This method is valid for any

nonlinear behavior since it is based on the local rule at the truss node, that is, the

minimization of the unbalanced nodal force. The amount of resource used for the

resource addition process is 0.1 % of the total volume at that time.

Five initial configurations are created using random numbers. The minimum

radius of the member is 1 mm and the maximum is 50 mm, yielding 2500-times

difference in the sectional areas. The distributions of the sectional areas of the

initial configurations are shown in Figure 5 where a considerable difference can

be seen. A large deformation is expected in some configurations, but the object-

oriented structural analysis method is able to treat any large deformation.
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Initial config. 1 Initial config. 2 Initial config. 3 Initial config. 4 Initial config. 5

Figure 5: Distributions of the initial sectional areas of the members under loading.

The history of the total volume during the iteration in the DORAR method is

shown in Figure 6. The initial volumes are decreased very quickly at the first

stage and then slowly. It should be noticed that the good convergence is obtained

although the initial configurations are remarkably different. Consequently, the

DORAR method is found to be very robust.

4.0E-3

1.0E-3

100 200

Iteration

300

Figure 6: History of total volume of trusses during optimization process.

The similar optimum solutions are obtained from five initial configurations,

and they are almost the same as the one shown in Figure 7. It is found from this

result that the converged solutions are very similar to the practically optimum

solution which is obtained by a genetic algorithm, and the DORAR method is

found to be effective. It should be noticed that although there is no lower limit

for the design variables in this procedure, very thin members remain even in the
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converged solutions since the DORAR method containes the resource addition

process where a small constant amount of resource is addded to each element in

every iteration. This remaining thin members can be deleted if the small amount

of resource used in the resource addition process is guradually decreased in the

final iteration process.

Figure 7: Distributions of optimum sectional areas of the members under loading.

The most important point in the DORAR method is that the method is almost

parameter-free, while many nonlinear optimization methods have various

parameters controlling their behavior. Only one parameter in the DORAR method

is the small constant amount of resource in the resource addition process, but this

amount is very easy to determine since this amount directly corresponds to the

accuracy of the converged solutions. That is, the amount times the number of

elements in the system roughly determins the accuracy of the solutions.

4 Conclusions

A distributed optimization method with some smart behaviors for the

minimization of the total resource of a system, the distributed optimization by

resource addition and reduction (DORAR) method, is proposed, and a theoretical

and experimental investigations are carried out in this paper. The conclusions are

as follows:

1) Minimizing the total resource of a system composed of discrete elements

which have local resources is distributedly carried out by repeating the resource

reduction process and the resource addition process.
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2) The separation of the whole constraints into local and global ones makes it

possible to evaluate the sensitivities of the local constraints with respect to the

local resource in a distributed manner.

3) The proposed distributed optimization method is very robust.

4) The proposed method is highly suitable for parallel processing.
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